
Modification/ Innovations by ELS 

1. Modified Sand Boxes:

To ensure free flow of sand to avoid wheel shipping which result in 
stalling of load and damaging the P.Way.

Existin

Modified Sand Flow chamber arrangement
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To ensure free flow of sand to avoid wheel shipping which result in 



Advantage of Sand flow chamber:

1. In the sand ejector arrangement if wet sand, small stones etc 
entangled in the ejector then it will block further flow of sand even 
if dry sand is available in the sand box. But in the flow chamber 
arrangement the stones, wet sand etc will 
sand box an dry sand will pass with air through the delivery pipe

2. In the existing arrangement, the sand get drained due to vibration 
when loco is in running condition. But in the flow chamber 
arrangement there is no such possibili

 

 

2. Provision of Low BP indicator in banker locos:
   For ghat driver there is no media to observe the signal aspects as banker 

are provided in rear of the train.

Ghat driver works on observing BP gauge, traction motor current by 

providing low BP audio/vi

attracted and he will be get alerted.

     LED light with sound alarm which will activates when BP drop from 

05Kg/Cm2 to 4.7Kg/Cm2 and will stop when BP resumes to 4.9Kg/Cm

provided in all banker locomotives to make ghat LP more vigilant in working.

 

 

 

 

flow chamber:- 

In the sand ejector arrangement if wet sand, small stones etc 
entangled in the ejector then it will block further flow of sand even 
if dry sand is available in the sand box. But in the flow chamber 
arrangement the stones, wet sand etc will lie in the bottom side of 
sand box an dry sand will pass with air through the delivery pipe
In the existing arrangement, the sand get drained due to vibration 
when loco is in running condition. But in the flow chamber 
arrangement there is no such possibility. 

Provision of Low BP indicator in banker locos:
For ghat driver there is no media to observe the signal aspects as banker 

are provided in rear of the train. 

Ghat driver works on observing BP gauge, traction motor current by 

providing low BP audio/visual indication, ghat LP’s attention can be 

attracted and he will be get alerted. 

LED light with sound alarm which will activates when BP drop from 

and will stop when BP resumes to 4.9Kg/Cm

provided in all banker locomotives to make ghat LP more vigilant in working.
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LED light with sound alarm which will activates when BP drop from 

and will stop when BP resumes to 4.9Kg/Cm2 

provided in all banker locomotives to make ghat LP more vigilant in working. 



3. Provision of Digital Ammeter in banker locos:

In analog ammeter least count is more & also due to viewing angle of 

ghat loco pilot actual reading will be wrongly assessed. As gha

working sole by depends upon current reading the ghat LP may mislead.

avoid this digital ammeter in BKR locomotives.

Provision of  LED type digital ammeter gives more accurate current reading 

to Ghat LP’s so accuracy of Ghat LP’s have improved.

So to attract the attention of Ghat LP, LED type digital ammeter in 

parallel to load ammeter is provided in banker locos.
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4. Provision of RTIS 

 For fetching data to COA for Real time charting of trains.

 FEATURES 

1. Provides real time positional information of Locomotives to Indian 

Railways. 

2. Location reporting from each loco device is routed through following 

three different media to ensur

a) MSS Satellite Media 

b) Airtel 4G mobile Networks

c) Vodafone 4G Mobile Network

3. Loco pilot can send Emergency messaging from Loco motives to CRIS 

Data center 

4. 10” rugged touch computer in Loco motive for train number entry by 

loco pilot. 

5. Scalable system with provision for remote up

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Provision of RTIS in locos: 

For fetching data to COA for Real time charting of trains. 

Provides real time positional information of Locomotives to Indian 

Location reporting from each loco device is routed through following 

three different media to ensure continuity of service. 

MSS Satellite Media  

Airtel 4G mobile Networks 

Vodafone 4G Mobile Network 

Loco pilot can send Emergency messaging from Loco motives to CRIS 

10” rugged touch computer in Loco motive for train number entry by 

Scalable system with provision for remote up-gradation. 

    

Provides real time positional information of Locomotives to Indian 

Location reporting from each loco device is routed through following 

Loco pilot can send Emergency messaging from Loco motives to CRIS 

10” rugged touch computer in Loco motive for train number entry by 

 



5. Window bar cutting Device:

Shed is maintaining HS

Hydraulic rescue device is being used for cutting coach window bar at 

accident side which is very heavy and not easy 

ELS KYN/ART fabricated a new in house made window bar cutting 

device which in light easy to handle and can break the window bar in 

few seconds.     

  

6. Provision of CCTV Camera:

Shed equipped with 16 nos. of CCTV c
premises for security purpose. This will help in improving shed 
performance and discipline as a whole.
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Shed is maintaining HS-SPART & ART. 

Hydraulic rescue device is being used for cutting coach window bar at 

accident side which is very heavy and not easy to handle. 

ELS KYN/ART fabricated a new in house made window bar cutting 

device which in light easy to handle and can break the window bar in 

                 

Provision of CCTV Camera: 

Shed equipped with 16 nos. of CCTV cameras throughout shed 
premises for security purpose. This will help in improving shed 
performance and discipline as a whole. 

Hydraulic rescue device is being used for cutting coach window bar at 
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7. Test bench for checking 3 Phase traction Motor: 
There was no facility in shed for checking the working performance of 
6 FRA 6068 type 3- phase Traction Motor. 
Variable Voltage Variable Frequency Test bench was procured from 
M/S Impetus Automation Thane and installed at shop floor. 
The performance of 3-Phase TM can be tested with this test bench and 
so the reliability of 3 phase TM will be improved.  
 

    
 

8. Test bench for testing FTIL make VCD: 

There was no provision to test these FTIL make VCD provided in 3 

Phase locos on shop floor. 

A new test bench for testing there FTIL make VCD at shop floor is 

designed and fabricated, which is useful to check the parameters on shop 

floor itself before providing on loco. 

Being a safety items it will improve reliability & safety standard. 

      



9. Test bench for checking safety valve and non 

return valve: 

New test bench for checking safety valve and non return valve is 

fabricated. 

The test bench available for testing safety valve was giving error 

frequently i.e. the set parameters on test bench found vary on loco due to this 

cause repeated changing of safety valve and loss in man-hour which further 

resulted in increasing the down time of loco. 

This problem is sorted out and existing test bench is modified in house 

by priding reservoir of more size (203 litters) and with some pneumatic 

circuitry modification, the setting valve of safety valve found matching on 

loco. Further on the same test bench provision for testing NRV (non return 

Valve) is also made. 

This will improve the reliability of brake. 

 

                                                    

 

 

 

 



10.  Issue of non coupling of LHB coaches with 

banker locos: 

With introduction of LHB SLR coaches having ‘H’ type CBC, non 
coupling of coach and banker  with ‘E’ type CBC were reported frequently. 

This issue was studied in detail and concluded that due to more 
difference in CBC height, restrictor disc of ‘H’ type CBC hitting to the guide 
plate of ‘E’ type coupling and damaging the guide plate. 

This issue was arrested by ensuring CBC height of banker locos 
1040mm. 
 

 
H type CBC     
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